












LACROSSE TERMINOLOGY

Shot – A shot is considered a ball propelled toward the goal by an offensive player, either by being thrown from a 
crosse, kicked, or otherwise physically directed legally.

Goal – Ball is propelled by offensive player into goal.

Assist – A direct pass to teammate who scores without dodging or evading an opponent, other than goalie in 
crease.  ONLY ONE ASSIST per goal.

Goalie Save – Ball is stopped or deflected by goalkeeper using crosse or body when that ball would otherwise enter 
goal.

Ground Ball – Ball comes into possession of player under pressure of opponent within 5 yards and player controls 
ball for passing, shooting, or cradling.
 

Faceoff – Ball comes into possession of team and there is a clear opportunity out of the play, and a faceoff 
statistic is awarded to faceoff specialist regardless of team mate gaining possession.

Fouls – Technical – 30 seconds
Personal – 1 to 3 minutes
Releasable – Ends when other team scores
Non-Releasable – Player serves full time

Clear - Player gains possession of the ball in his defensive end of the field & successfully passes or runs ball over 
mid-field line, while keeping the ball in his team’s possession.



SCOREKEEPER/TIMER GAME TIPS

1. Arrive at least 20 minutes prior to the start of the game.

2. Pack a comfortable folding chair in your car (in case!) for games.

3. The table crew should NEVER leave the table/scorebook 
unattended (Half-time)

4. Maintain calm demeanor when requesting information / clarity 
from officials / coaches.

5. Focus on the “work” at hand - timing & counting down the end of 
penalties / quarters.  Complaints on texting in 2015

6. Beware that when game time is maintained at the table, the 
officials will request time updates occasionally.

7. 3 Minute Penalty – Illegal Stick:  Lacrosse sticks that have been 
determined to be illegal by the game officials, and restricted to the 
table, shall not be handled by any game participant, coach, 
spectator, or other persons attending the lacrosse game.  NO 
ONE!  (More to come on this subject)



TIMEKEEPER  ROLE

Keep an accurate account of game time.
(Varsity: 12 minute stop time, JV: 15 minute running time)

 
Keep an accurate account of penalty time.

 
Inform the penalized player when penalty time expires. 

(Countdown last ten seconds verbally so BOTH benches can hear)
 

Notify official 30 seconds before the end of each period.
 

Keep an accurate account of intermission time.
 

Sound a horn at end of each period.
 

Sound horn twice at next DEAD BALL for sideline/penalty release violation.

REMINDER:  No sideline horn for substitutions.



SCOREKEEPER ROLE

 Keep a record of goals and assists for each team.
 

Keep a record of player number making goals or assists. 
 

Check score with referee at end of each period.
 

Keep an accurate record of timeouts taken by each team.
 

Keep a record of each player number committing a violation.
(1.5 x penalty time for J.V.  running clock)

 
Notify official when any player accumulates 5 minutes of “personal foul” 

penalties. (7.5 minutes for J.V. running time)

1 minute deep pocket stick penalty:  “Fix it” CAN be worked on by player or 
coach

3 minute penalty for illegal stick:  STAYS AT TABLE and NO ONE may 
touch the stick
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STACKING
What is it and why do you need to 

have an understanding of it..
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SCORESHEET OVERVIEW



VISITORS
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SUMMARY

1. Home Team Scorer and Timer have the official OHSLA 
stats/scorebook and are part of the officiating crew.

2. The table is not a rooting section for your child or team.
3. Not a time for chatting it up with friends or texting.  You are there 

to “work” in the best seat in the house.
4. Keep an accurate game and penalty time – it’s important!
5. Inform the penalized player when penalty time expires. 

(Countdown last ten seconds verbally, loud enough so that 
BOTH benches hear)

6. Notify officials 30 seconds before the end of each period. 
7. Sound a horn at end of each period.
8. Keep a record of goals, assists, player making goal, team 

timeouts, penalties & penalized player for both teams. 
9. Arrive at least 20 minutes prior to the start of the game.
10. Table crew should NEVER leave the table / book unattended 

(Half-time)
11. Maintain calm demeanor when requesting or delivering 

information / clarity to and from officials & coaches.






